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Abstract 
Multicarrier signals exhibit a large peak to mean 

envelope power ratio (PMEPR) . In this paper; we derive 
lower and upper pmbabilitj bounds for the PMEPR 
distribution when entries of the codeword, C, are chosen 
independently from a symmetric q-arj PSK or QAM 
constellation, C E Q:, or C is chosen jmm a complex n 
dimensional sphere, 0, when the number of subcarriers, 
n, is large and wifhout any Gaussian assumption on either 
the joint distribution or any sample of the multicarrier 
signal. Even though the worst case PMEPR is of the order 
o jn ,  the main result is that the PMEPR of a random code- 
word C chosen from Q: or R, is log n with pmbability 
one, asymptotical1.v. We then obfain a Varshainwv-Gilbert 
(VG) style bound for the achievable rate and minimum 
Hamming distance of codes chosenfrom Q:. with PMEPR 
of less than log n. It is proved that asymptotically. the VG 
bound remains the same for codes chosen from e: with 
PMEPR of less than log n. 

1 Introduction 

ratio (PMEPR) of multicanier signals is of the order of n 
where n is the number of suhcarriers. On the other hand, 
the numerical evaluation of the distribution of PMEPR 
shows that encountering n as the worst case is highly un- 
likely [7]. This in fact motivates the problem of finding 
the PMEPR distribution to quantify how severe is that. In 
[7], by assuming that the multicarrier signal is a Gaussian 
process, an expression for the probability distribution of 
PMEPR is derived. This is a vety strong assumption which 
is mathematically not valid when the modulating infor- 
mation is chosen from Q W S K  constellation or from a 
complex n dimensional sphere. On the other hand, by only 
assuming that each sample of the multicarrier signal has a 
Gaussian distribution, an upper hound for the complemen- 
tary cumulative distribution function of PMEPR has been 
derived in [SI. 

In this paper for large n, we derive upper and lower 
hounds for the PMEPR distribution when the modulating 
codewords are chosen from symmetric QAMPSK constel- 
lations or from the n dimensional complex sphere without 
any Gaussian assumption either on each sample or on the 
whole process. The bounds are a generalization of the re- 
sult of Halasz for Littlewood trigonometric polynomials to 
any symmetric complex conste~~ation and also to spherical 
codes for polynomials over the unit circle [g], we then use 

Multicanier modulation has been proposed in different 
wireless and wireline applications such as wireless local 
area networks (") and line (DsL). these hounds to determine the achievable rate of codes with 
Even though multicanier modulation has a very good per- PMFPR 
formance in a multipath fading environment, it suffers from 
high amplitude variation which is unfavorable from a prac- 
tical point of view. Different schemes have heen proposed 
to reduce the peakto mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR) 
such as coding methods, clipping, dummy caniers, and se- 
lective mapping (SLM) [l ,  2, 3, 4, 5,6].  

Clearly, the worst case peak to mean envelope power 

To summarize the results, we show that with proba- 
bility one, any codeword either with entries chosen inde- 
pendently from a symmetric QAMPSK constellation or 
chosen uniformly from a complex sphere has PMEPR of 
logn i O(log1ogn) for a large number of suhcaniers. 
Based on this result, we determine the achievable rate of 
codes with bounded PMEPR. We move that there exist 
codes with high rate and large minimum Hamming dis- 
tance as long as the PMEPR is less than logn for suffi- 
ciently large n. 

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 in- 
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troduces the notation, multicanier signals, and the PMEPR 
of a codeword. The lower and upper probability bounds for 
the PMEPR distribution are derived in Section 3. In Sec- 
tion 4 we discuss the consequences of the bounds and we 
obtain a Varsharmov-Gilbert type bound for the achievable 
rate of codes with bounded PMEPR and with given mini- 
mum Hamming distance. Finally, Section 5 concludes the 
paper with further results and open problems. 

2 Definitions 

nal with n subcarriers may be written as 
The normalized complex envelope of a multicarrier sig- 

n 

where C = (c l , .  . . , c,) is the complex modulating vector 
with entries from a given complex constellation &. The 
admissible modulating vector is called codeword and the 
ensemble of all possible codewords constitute the code C. 
The peak to mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR) of each 
codeword C is defined as, 

Similarly, P M E P h  is defined as the maximum of (2 )  over 
all codewords in C. In this paper, we will consider two 
classes of codes, namely, complex symmetric q-ary codes 
in which each coordinate is chosen from a complex sym- 
metric constellation including QAM and PSK with q al- 
phabets, C E Qr, and spherical codes. By symmetry, we 
mean that the probability distribution function for the con- 
stellation is even, equivalently, each point A has the same 
probability as - A  in the constellation. 

On the other hand, codewords of a spherical code are 
points on a complex n dimensional sphere defined as, 

n 

n,={(C,, ..., Cn) EC":Clc<j2=n}.  (3) 
i=l 

It is worth noting that E{llCll*} = nE,, for ran- 
dom q-ary codes where E,, is the average energy of the 
constellation Qq. Also, for spherical codes chosen from 
R,, E{llC112} = n since all the codewords have constant 
norm. 

It is clear from the definition of PMEPR that if all the 
carriers add up coherently, PMEPR can be of the order of 
n. However numerical results suggest that this barely oc- 
curs. The main goal of this paper is to get a better insight 
to the distribution of PMEPR. 

Throughout the paper we use the following notations: C 
and C represent a code family and a codeword, ci denotes 

the i'th coordinate of the codeword C, and log n is the nat- 
ural logarithm. We use cy and B as arbitrary constants and 
f(n) = O(g(n))  denotes that l i l imm\s l  I ]a(. 

3 Bounds for Cumulative Distribution Func- 
tion of PMEPR 

In this section, we consider codewords are either chosen 
fmm Q; or from R,. It is a commonly assumed in the lit- 
erature that when the cj's are independently chosen, sc(6)  
can be approximated as a Gaussian process [7]. However, 
this is not mathematically rigorous for spherical codewords 
and codewords with entries from Qq. In other words, by 
assuming that the c;'s are independently and identically 
distributed, even though it is conceivable that any finite 
samples of sc(0) is jointly Gaussian for large values of 
n, this statement is not valid forn samples of sc(0). 

In this section without using any Gaussian assumption, 
we derive upper and lower bounds for PMEPR distribution 
for different schemes. Derivation of the bounds are the 
generalization of the result of Halasz, for the asymptotic 
distribution of the maximum of E:=, 1a;cos (is)[ when 
ai's are chosen from {+I, -1) with equal probability, to 
polynomials over the unit circle with coefficient chosen 
from Qq as well as spherical codes. 

3.1 Upper Bound 

In the following theorem, we find an upper bound for 
the probability of having a PMEPR slightly larger than 
log n and we show that asymptotically this probability goes 
to zero. Theorem 1 is for the symmetric QAh4 constel- 
lations and it can be generalized to symmetric PSK and 
spherical codes as well [lo]. 

Theorem 1 (Upper Bound-QAM Case). Let sc(0) = 
E:=, c,ejzaEi where q = a; + j b i  and the ai's and b3.s 
each have i.i.d and even disrributions. Also, let be 
the ensemble of all the admissible codewords. Then, for 
large values of n, and for any random codeword C chosen 
from C f A M .  

P r  { PMEPR,QAM (C)>logn+4loglogn}< 0 

14) 
Proof: Let's define the real function SC((Y, 6) as, 

sc(a,O) = Re{ej"sc(0)} (5)  

As pointed ont in [9], this definition enables us to deal with 
the maximum of a real function and generalize the result of 
Halasz. Let's first define 

K = max)sc(cy,O)l = maxlsc(0)l (6) 
a,@ E 
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We then define a function 0 < u(z) 5 1 as, 

where E,, = E{lc;1*}, A = -, and M = 
JnE,, log n + O(log log n). We also assume U(.) is 
a function which is 10 times differentiable such that 
u")(z) = O(A-') for 1 5 T 5 10. Consequently, we 
define the random variable q as, 

where u(f) is the Fourier transform of ~ ( 2 ) .  On the other 
hand, using Bemstien inequality [41, and the definition of 
q, we can deduce that if q < &&, this implies that 
K 5 A4 + 2A [9],[11]. Therefore, 

By computing the mean of the random variable q, we can 
then use the Markov ineaualitv to find a lower bound for 

I _  

Eq. (10). This is derived in [IO] and by letting M = 
JnE,, logn + O(loglogn), it is shown that 

theorem follows from (10) and (11). 
It is shown in [IO] that the asymptotic analysis in The- 

orem 1 boils down to the computation of the characteristic 
function of sc(B). For the PSK constellation, we can use 
a similar argument to that of the QAM case since the c;'s 
are independent. However, for spherical codes, the cj's are 
not independent anymore, and we instead use the follow- 
ing lemma that derives the characteristic function of sc(B) 
when Ci s  uniformly distributed over n,. The same analy- 
sis goes through for computing the characteristic function 
of sc(a, theta).  

Lemma 1. Let C = ( c l , .  . . , c,,) be a random com- 
plex vector uniform1.y distributed over R, and s,(S) = 
Cy==, c;ejei. Then 

Pmof: The proof relies OD the fact that the vector 
(CI, . . . , cn)  isotropically distributed and so its distribution 
remains the same under rotation or multiplication by uni- 

tary matrices. Therefore, 

p(sc(B))  = p ( <  ( c l , .  . . ,c,), ( e i s , .  . . ,ejns) >) 
P ( < L i ( C l ,  ..., cTl)>(1,0 I . . . ,  0) >) 

= P ( f i C 1 )  (13) 

since we can premultiply the Vandermonde vector 
by a unitary matrix, U, and rotate the vector s.t. 
U ( e j e , .  . . ,e'"') = ( f i , O , .  . . ,0) without changing the 
distribution of C. It can be further shown that by letting 
ci = r ,e j+<,  then r1 and are independent with the fol- 
lowing distribution, 

= 

2 n-I 2 
P ( d  = -r1(n-r1) , 

1 
P ( $ J l )  = 2;; 

The lemma follows by using (13) and (14). I 
We can now use the asymptotic expansion of Bessel 

functions to write (I?) as, 

q e j k s , ( m , e ) }  = e-n(k2/2+ut + D(ke))(l + O(l/n)) 

which allows us to generalize the proof for the QAM case 
to spherical codes as well. 

3.2 Lower Bound 

Theorem 2 obtains the probability of having PMEPR 
slightly less than log n for QAM, PSK, and spherical codes 
and shows that this probability goes to zero as n tends to 
infinity. 

Theorem 2 (Lower Bound-QAM Case). Let sc(B) = 
C y = ,  c;eJ2nei where y = a; + j b i  and the a; s and bi s 
each have i.id and even distributions. Also, let CyAf be 
the ensemble of all the admissible codewords. Then. for 
large values of n, and for any random codeword C chosen 
from C,QAM, 

Pr {PMEPR,PAM(C)< logn-6.5loglogn 

(13 

Proof: The proof is similar to the upper bound without 
using the parameter a. Since we are looking for a lower 
bound for Pr{PMEPRc(C) > A}, instead of considering 
the maximum of sc(B) over all B,  we may consider the 
maximum of sg(B) = R{sc(B)}  over its n samples B,  = 
x(2i  + l ) / n  for i  = 1,. . . , n. We also again define U(.) 
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as in Theorem 1. Then the random variable q is defined as, 

Therefore, the evaluation of the lower bound boils 
down to the asymptotic analysis of the first and sec- 
ond moments of q. It is shown in [lo] for M = 
JnE,,logn - 6.5nloglogn, E{q} 1 O(log6n), and 
moreover, 

.;: 5 o(EIq} log2 + log5 n) (20) 

By replacing the mean and second order of q in (19), the 

This theorem can be also generalized to symmetric PSK 
constellations as well as spherical codes by using their 
characteristic function which is discussed in Eq. (12) [lo]. 

theorem follows immediately. I 

3.3 Review of The Bounds 
To get better insight into the above results, let Ct cor- 

responds to or C, defined as random codes 
chosen from symmetric Q A W S K  constellations or ran- 
dom spherical codes. Using the inequality, 

Pr(A) + Pr(B) - 1 5 Pr(A n B )  5 Pr(A) 

together with Theorems 1 and 2 ,  we can state the following 
corollary: 

Corollary 1. Let C be a random vector whose entries are 
chosen independenr1.v fmm a q-a? symmetric constellation 
including PSK and QAM or let C be randomly chosen from 
Q, andCt E {Cy',CrSK, C,} be the corresponding en- 
semble of random code words^ Then, with pmbability one, 

4 Varsharmov-Gilbert Bound for Codes 
with Bounded PMEPR 

In this section, we use the result of Section 3 to derive 
a Varsharmov-Gilben type bound on the rate of code with 
given minimum distance and PMEPR of less than log n. 

Here, we use the Hamming distance between two code- 
words defined as the number of coordinates in which the 
two codewords are different, 

dmi,(C' ,C2)  = I{i : C: # c:, i = 1 , .  . . ,n}l, (22) 

and minimum distance of C is the minimum of (22) over 
all codewords C' # Cz. The rate of the code family, C, is 
also defined as, 

(23) 
1 R = ;log, (CI 

where (CI is the cardinality of the set C. 

Theorem 3. Let Q, be a carnplex q-ary symmetric PSK or  
QAM consreliarion, R > 0, and 0 5 6 _< 9, if we have 

R 5 1 - f f q ( 6 )  - O(;)> (24) 
1 

then, asymptotically, there exists a code C of length n, with 
entries chosen from Q,. rate R, minimum Hamming dis- 
tanced,<, = L h J ,  a n d P M E P b  < lognf4 loglogn.  

Proof: For the construction of the code, we use 
the Varsharmov-Gilbert argument as follows. Clearly, 
we have q" number of codewords in which nba = 
gnPr{PMEPRc9 (C) > log (n log4 n]}  number of them 
have PMEPR of greater than log (n log4 n). Moreover we 
define V,(n, t )  as the maximum number of q-ary n dimen- 
sional codewords within Hamming distance t of a code- 
word which is equal to E:=, ( ; ) (q  - I)' [12J. 

Now we constrnct the code C by first eliminating the 
nba codewords with undesired PMEPR from the qn code- 
words, and then we select a codeword from the remain- 
ing codewords and eliminate all codewords within distance 
&in = 6n which is at most V,(n, 16~~1) .  Therefore, as. 
long as we have the following inequality 

q n R V q h  PnJ) + A  < q", (25) 

we can choose qnR codewords with minimum distance at 
least 6n and PMEPR of at most log (n log4 n). We can 
rewrite Eq (25)  as, 

Now taking the logarithm of both sides of (26), and using 
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lim 1 log, V,(n, l6nl) = &(6) [121, we get, 
n+m” 

R 5 1 - H,(6) + -logq Pr{PMEPR < log(nlogY a)}. 

(27) 
Using Theorem 1 to hound the third term in (27), and using 
- log (1 - z) = O(z) we can deduce the Theorem. 

According to Theorem 3, it follows that not only do 
there exist spherical high rate codes with PMEPR of 
8logn, hut there also exist codes chosen from usual con- 
stellations Lie QAM and PSK with the same asymptotic. 
Similarly, according to the VG bound, we can see that there 
is no penalty in terms of rate and minimum distance of 
codes with bounded PMEPR up to logn if the codewords 
are chosen from symmetric PSK or QAM constellations. 

5 Future Work and Conclusion 

1 
n 

As mentioned before, multicarrier signals may exhibit 
PMEPR of order n. However, the result of this paper shows 
that encountering this worst case is highly unlikely. More 
precisely, asymptotically and in the probability sense, the 
PMEPR is log n for a large class of constellations includ- 
ing Q A W S K  symmetric and spherical codes. Now it is 
not surprising at all to have either spherical codes or codes 
chosen from QAMPSK constellations with high rate and 
large minimum distance and PMEPR of less than log n [51. 

On the other hand, this result does not contradict the 
fact that there might be exponentially many codewords 
with constant PMEPR. However the ratio of the number 
of these codewords to q” has to tend to zero asymptoti- 
cally. So there still remains an open problem of what is the 
rate of codes with constant PMEPR? Another issue would 
be to consider the trade off between rate and minimum dis- 
tance of codes with bounded PMEPR. We know that the 
Varsharmov-Gilbert hound remains the same by restricting 
codewords to PMEPR less than logn. However, what will 
happen to the rate and minimum distance of a code by re- 
ducing the PMEPR to less than logn, e.g. constant? 
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